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Abstract.— Dendroscope 3 is a new program for working with rooted phylogenetic trees 
and networks. It provides a number of methods for drawing and comparing rooted 
phylogenetic networks, and for computing them from rooted trees. The program can be 
used interactively or in command-line mode. The program is written in Java, use of the 
software is free and installers for all three major operating systems can be downloaded 
from www.dendroscope.org.
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The evolutionary history of a set of species or genes is usually represented by a
phylogenetic tree, and many different methods exist for the computation of such trees
(Felsenstein 2004). When reticulate events such as horizontal gene transfer, hybridization
or recombination play a significant role in the history of a set of taxa, or when there are
major incompatibilities in the given data, then a phylogenetic network may provide a more
accurate evolutionary scenario (Sneath 1975; Doolittle 1999; Huson et al. 2010).
There are a number of established tools for computing unrooted phylogenetic
networks. One popular program is SplitsTree (Huson and Bryant 2006), which contains
implementations of a number of different methods for computing unrooted trees and
networks, such as split decomposition (Bandelt and Dress 1992) and neighbor-net (Bryant
and Moulton 2004). Another widely used method is median-joining (Bandelt et al. 1995),
which is implemented in a program called Network, as well as in SplitsTree.
For rooted phylogenetic networks, the situation is slightly different. While much
work has been done on developing concepts and theoretical methods for computing rooted
phylogenetic networks (for an overview, see Huson and Scornavacca (2011)), the
application of such ideas in biological studies has been hampered by the lack of robust and
easy to use tools for their computation. While a number of tools for calculating rooted
phylogenetic networks do exist, such as Lott et al. (2009); Than et al. (2008); Cardona
et al. (2008b), they appear to be of limited utility for biologists.
In this paper we present a new user-friendly program for working with rooted
phylogenetic trees and networks called Dendroscope 3, which is based on the popular tree
drawing program Dendroscope 1 (Huson et al. 2007). The program provides numerous
methods for drawing and comparing rooted phylogenetic networks, and for computing such
networks (including hybridization networks) from rooted trees. With this new software, we
hope to provide a standard tool for computing rooted phylogenetic networks.
Rooted phylogenetic trees and networks.—
The evolutionary history of a set of taxa (i.e. species or genes) is usually depicted as
a rooted phylogenetic tree. Rooted phylogenetic networks provide a generalization of
rooted phylogenetic trees that can be used to explicitly represent reticulate events or to
visualize incompatibilities in a dataset. By definition, a rooted phylogenetic network is a
directed acyclic graph in which each leaf is labeled by a unique taxon and that has
precisely one node that is the ancestor of all other nodes, called the root (Huson et al.
2010). Any node with more than one parent is called a reticulation and the edges leading
into such a node are called reticulate edges.
Rooted phylogenetic networks can be computed using a number of different
methods. Here we briefly mention some of the approaches that build such networks from
rooted phylogenetic trees or from the clusters that they contain. A cluster network is a
rooted phylogenetic network that displays a given set of clusters, for example all clusters
present in a set of rooted phylogenetic trees. Cluster networks are easy to compute (Huson
and Rupp 2008). Similarly, a level-k network can be used to represent a set of clusters and
aims at minimizing the number of reticulations in any biconnected component of the
network (Choy et al. 2005; van Iersel et al. 2010) and a galled network can also be used to
represent incompatible clusters (Huson et al. 2009). Given two rooted phylogenetic trees, a
minimum hybridization network is a rooted phylogenetic network that contains both trees
and has a minimum number of reticulations. The idea here is that reticulations correspond
to speciation-by-hybridization events (Linder and Rieseberg 2004; Koblmueller et al. 2007).
Such networks can be computed from bifurcating trees (Baroni et al. 2006; Bordewich et al.
2007; Chen and Wang 2010; Albrecht et al. 2011) or from multifurcating trees on unequal
taxon sets (Linz and Semple 2009, Huson and Linz, unpublished). A rooted phylogenetic
network may also be used to summarize a multi-labeled rooted phylogenetic tree (Huber
et al. 2006).
Existing software.—
There exists a large number of programs for computing phylogenetic trees and for
visualizing them (Felsenstein 2012). The original version of our program, Dendroscope 1
(Huson et al. 2007), was designed as a viewer for rooted phylogenetic trees and was based
on a survey of existing programs in an attempt to provide all the most useful features in
one program, in particular including the ability to draw large trees with up to one million
nodes.
There has been much interest in recent years in developing methods for computing
rooted phylogenetic networks and this has led to a number of software packages such as
PhyloNet (Than et al. 2008), PADRE (Lott et al. 2009) or the Perl package
Bio::PhyloNetwork (Cardona et al. 2008b). More detailed lists of existing software can be
found in Huson et al. (2010) and Gambette (2012). While these programs contain some
sophisticated algorithms, they do not appear to have been extensively engineered so as to
provide robust, fast and GUI-based user-friendly tools.
Dendroscope 3.—
The aim of Dendroscope 3 is to provide a user-friendly tool for working with rooted
phylogenetic trees and networks. To this end, all tree visualization and interactive
manipulation methods of Dendroscope 1 (Huson et al. 2007) have been extended so as to
also work for rooted networks. As a platform for computing rooted phylogenetic networks,
our program provides a choice of algorithms for computing consensus trees and consensus
networks, such as galled networks or hybridization networks, from rooted phylogenetic
trees. To simplify multi-tree analyses, the program provides a number of distance
calculations and can display a direct comparison of two trees or networks in terms of a
tanglegram. Moreover, the program is able to show any number of trees and networks from
the same dataset simultaneously in the same window and a find-and-replace tool is
provided that operates across all trees or networks that are shown in the same window. All
features of the program are also accessible in command-line mode and the program can be
run on a cluster or cloud as part of a larger analysis pipeline. The program is fully
multi-threaded and a number of the computationally more demanding algorithms are
implemented in a parallel fashion.
In Dendroscope 3, phylogenetic trees and networks can be loaded from a file in
Newick format, in the case of trees, extended Newick format (Cardona et al. 2008a), in the
case of networks, or in Nexus format. Moreover, an input dialog is provided for entering
trees or networks by hand. The program uses the NeXML format (Vos et al. 2012) to save
and reopen trees or networks that have been edited. In this case, the layout and formatting
(colors, line width, fonts etc) is saved along with the trees or networks. Trees and networks
can also be saved in other formats (Newick, extended Newick or Nexus) and can be
exported in a number of different graphics formats.
The main window of Dendroscope 3 can be configured to show a grid of n×m trees
or networks simultaneously, thus making it easier to work with datasets that contain
multiple trees or networks, such as obtained from multiple genes, or by using multiple
methods. Trees and networks can be displayed in a number of ways, namely as a circular,
radial or rectangular phylograms or as (an internal or external) circular, radial, rectangular
or slanted cladograms (Huson 2009) and a magnifier can be used to enlargen a part of a
tree or of a network. Nodes, edges and labels of trees and networks can be interactively
formatted and edited and the program supports operations such as reshaping, rerooting,
subtree/subnetwork reordering or subtree/subnetwork extraction. One can attach images
to taxa and these are then displayed next to the corresponding nodes.
As already mentioned, the program provides a choice of algorithms for computing
consensus trees and consensus networks from rooted phylogenetic trees, such as the strict,
majority and loose consensus (Bryant 2003), as well as the LSA consensus (Huson 2009). It
also provides implementations of algorithms for computing cluster networks (Huson and
Rupp 2008), minimum galled networks (Huson et al. 2009) and level-k networks with small
k (van Iersel et al. 2010). If the input trees are on overlapping, but non-identical taxon
sets, then the program uses the Z-closure algorithm (Huson et al. 2004) to infer missing
data. So, in particular, the program is able to compute the strict or majority consensus of
a set of trees even if the trees do not all have the same taxon sets, although in the latter
case the result may be a rooted phylogenetic network rather than a tree. Two recent
methods are available for computing hybridization networks, the first can be applied to any
two (possibly multifurcating) rooted phylogenetic trees with overlapping, but not
necessarily identical taxon sets (Huson and Linz, unpublished), whereas the second method
is optimized to run on a pair of bifurcating trees that contain exactly the same taxa
(Albrecht et al. 2011, Scornavacca et al. unpublished). Dendroscope 3 provides two
approaches to computing a single-labeled rooted phylogenetic network that represents a
multi-labeled phylogenetic tree, namely one based on nested labels (Huber et al. 2006) and
another that consists of extracting all clusters from the tree and then representing them by
a cluster network (Huson et al. 2010, Section 11.7).
Dendroscope 3 provides a number of distance calculations for comparing two rooted
phylogenetic trees or networks based on the contained clusters or trees and other concepts,
such as the hardwired cluster distance (Huson et al. 2010), the softwired cluster distance
(Huson et al. 2010), the displayed trees distance (Huson et al. 2010), the tripartition
distance (Moret et al. 2004), the nested labels distance (Nakhleh 2009; Cardona et al. 2009)
and the path multiplicity distance (Cardona et al. 2007). None of these measures is a
proper metric because there exist cases in which they return a distance of zero for two
distinct networks. Nevertheless they are useful in practice and some of them have been
shown to be proper metrics on a suitably restricted set of networks. For two rooted
phylogenetic trees on the same taxon set, another option is to compute their hybridization
distance (Bordewich et al. 2007; Albrecht et al. 2011, Huson and Linz unpublished) or their
rSPR distance.
One way to visualize similarities and differences between two rooted phylogenetic
trees or networks is to display a tanglegram in which the two trees or networks are drawn
opposite each other and corresponding taxa are connected by lines, possibly changing the
layout order of taxa in an attempt to minimize the number of line crossings.
Dendroscope 3 contains a very general algorithm that can compute a tanglegram for two
rooted trees or networks that may contain multifurcations and may have different taxon
sets (Scornavacca et al. 2011).
Examples.—
In Pirie et al. (2009), the authors explore the potential impact of conflicting gene
trees on inferences of evolutionary history above the species level, in particular studying
grasses and using both chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) and nuclear ribosomal DNA (ITS
region). The authors argue that the contradictions can be explained by past hybridization
events, which have linked gains of complex morphologies with unrelated chloroplast
lineages and have erased evidence of dispersals from the nuclear genome.
In Figure 1 of Pirie et al. (2009), the authors show a tanglegram involving a rooted
phylogenetic tree computed from cpDNA and one computed from ITS sequence data. The
two trees can be downloaded from
http://ab.inf.uni-tuebingen.de/software/dendroscope/data/Pirie2009-cpDNA-ITS.txt.
While time-consuming to produce by hand, such a visualization is easily produced in
Dendroscope 3 simply by loading the two trees and then selecting the “Tanglegram” menu
item. The resulting tanglegram is shown in Figure 1 of our paper.
To go beyond the analyses performed in Pirie et al. (2009), one can take the two
trees and use Dendroscope 3 to compute a minimum hybridization network for them. In
less than five seconds, the program establishes that the minimum number of reticulations is
12 and it returns a “representative set” of 486 such networks (Albrecht et al. 2011). This
type of computation can form the basis of a more refined analysis. In Figure 2, we display
the first network in the list.
In Figure 3(b) of Pirie et al. (2009), the authors show an unrooted hybridization
network for two “combined gene trees”, computed using SplitsTree (Huson and Bryant
2006). Reportedly, the first input tree is based on ITS data, with the cpDNA data recoded
as missing data, whereas the second input tree is based on cpDNA data with ITS recoded
as missing data. The trees were computed using maximum parsimony and then subjected
to a 70% bootstrap threshold. They can be downloaded from
http://ab.inf.uni-tuebingen.de/software/dendroscope/data/Pirie2009-Matrix4-5.txt.
A rooted version of that network is easily computed using Dendroscope 3. One must
first load the two trees into the program and then select the “Hybridization Network”
menu item. The resulting rooted phylogenetic network is shown in Figure 3 of our paper.
Availability.—
Dendroscope 3 is written in Java. Use of the software is free and installers for all
three major operating systems (MacOS, Windows and Linux) are available from
http://www.dendroscope.org.
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Figure Captions.—
Figure 1 A tanglegram computed by Dendroscope 3 for the cpDNA and ITS trees
that are reported in Figure 1 of Pirie et al. (2009).
Figure 2 A minimum hybridization network computed by Dendroscope 3 for the
cpDNA and ITS trees that are reported in Figure 1 of Pirie et al. (2009). It has 12
reticulations and is one of 486 networks calculated by the program.
Figure 3 A hybridization network computed from the two simplified trees that
were used as input for Figure 3(b) of Pirie et al. (2009).
